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     Matthew chapter 25 consists of the three parables; the Ten Bridesmaids, the Ten Talents, and the Sheep and 

goats. Jesus uses these three parables to describe the kingdom of God as an eschatological prophecy.  This scene 

of the judgement sheep and goat is not only a beloved parable, but also an apocalyptic drama which is unique to 

Matthew.1 Jesus uses a comparison of pros and cons to help us understand what kind of discipleship can bring 

about the kingdom of God.  This comparison makes the narrative a more dramatic and explicit description of 

the last judgement. Both the sheep and goat images are used to offer dualistic perspective in the overall 

framework of this passage.2 But Jesus uses the dualistic comparison only to break his listeners out of their self-

righteousness. Jesus switches to a non-dualistic mode, and encourages universal compassion: connecting what 

we do for others with what we do for him.3  

     Most human beings are dualistic thinkers. We view things as either right or wrong, good or bad, winning or 

losing. But Jesus, in his parables offers us a way to break through that dualism into a mindset of mutual love. A 

mindset of compassion. Matthew 25 offers us such a transformation from judgment to discipleship. 

     Besides, at the beginning part of this passage, verse 31 starts with “All the nation will be gathered……” 

which indicates this judgement is for all the nations. It is not only for the Christians, but also for the all 

humankind. This reveals that the comparison between sheep and goats is not a comparison based on conditions, 

but those symbols exist in common among all people’s hearts and minds all the time. The sheep and goat 

comparison is a gamechanger when Jesus highlighted at verse 40 and 45, “Truly I tell you, just as you did (or 

not) do it to one of the least of these who are members of my family, you did (or not) it to me.” Jesus clearly 

connects what we do for others with what we do for him. It reminds people of the Great Commandment: “You 

 
1 Leander E. Keck, 455. 
2 “The Politics of a Love beyond Dualism—Matthew 25:31-46 (Fritz Wendt),” Political Theology Network, November 20, 2017, 
https://politicaltheology.com/the-politics-of-a-love-beyond-dualism-matthew-2531-46-fritz-wendt/. 
3 “The Politics of a Love beyond Dualism—Matthew 25.” 
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shall love the Lord your God with all our heart, and with all your soul, and with all our mind, and with all your 

strength. The second is this, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no other commandment greater 

than these.” (Mk.12:30-31)4  

      Unfortunately, we humans cannot easily switch our dualistic perspective to a non-dualistic mode as Jesus 

did. Rather, we try to criticize others with dualistic views. Since the pandemic, many Korean churches have 

struggled with holding in-person services. Most Korean churches have strong theological and social tendency to 

be conservative. They claim the importance of in-person worship service as a constant lifeline. Of course, some 

socially conscious churches are still continuing online worship services and emphasized that our fundamental 

and essential value is to keep others safe. In the view of many conservative Korean churches, the in-person 

worship service is the most important value and cannot be compromised. They started to judge people who do 

not attend the in-person worship but attend other non-church things that they are considered essential. So, the 

various churches begin to debate with dualistic perspectives in mind, emphasizing the importance of in-person 

worship from their respective standpoints. In this debate, Korean Christians blame the other side and can’t seem 

think beyond the binary. What about Jesus? Jesus not only switches from a dualistic perspective to universal 

compassion, but also challenges dualism throughout his life; in the end, he suggests, there is only one valid 

answer left: love.5 

     Furthermore, this passage is not only an “eschatological discourse” but also its aim is pastoral care and 

encouragement.6 And it reminds me of how the Christianity came into Korea. Today, Korea not only has the 

biggest church in the world but also the most powerful evangelical churches as well. But the history of Korean 

Christianity is not long. The driving force behind the rapid growth of the Korean church within this short period 

of time is the result of the early Christian missionaries' practice of discipleship. 

     Many Western missionaries came to Korea to spread the gospel since 1885. They tried to make and build 

discipleship of Jesus among Koreans. I was really amazed when I heard their stories so often during my youth. 

 
4 NRSV. 1228. 
5 “The Politics of a Love beyond Dualism—Matthew 25.” 
6 Leander E. Keck, 457.   
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When the missionaries came to Korea, Korea was experiencing political unrest and oppression of humans. We 

were under the Japanese colonial rule and, many people lived in tremendous suffering and experienced 

hopelessness. It was still in the pre-modern period, which meant they were still living up to their nickname, 

“hermit kingdom.”  

     Western missionaries came to our land explaining how to be the sheep at God’s right hand by living out this 

teaching, as they looked out for those who are hungry, thirsty, outsiders/strange, sick, naked, and imprisoned in 

Korea. The missionaries comforted and encouraged Koreans with Christian love, hope, and faith to overcome 

these tragic and painful times. The love of the missionaries who were willing to practice discipleship by serving 

in the land of such a poor and painful situation gave birth to many disciples in Korea within less than a hundred 

years. They led to the establishment of numerous strong and vital churches. 

       When the missionaries started to build schools, hospitals, and churches everywhere in Korea, they might 

not have expected to see such remarkable growth of the Korean church as it is today. They literally took care of 

the hungry, the thirsty, the sick, the naked and the oppressed in Korea, according to Matthew 25. And, that 

filled Koreans’ hearts to overflowing with gratitude. So, it was not only making Koreans to be the disciples of 

Jesus, but also helping the people bravely to start the liberation movement more fully. The humble service of 

the missionaries brought hope for the future, and the kingdom of God to Korea, which was in such pain that 

they could not imagine tomorrow. 

     “If I had a thousand lives to give Korea should have them all.” This is the most famous epitaph of missionary 

Ruby Kendrick, who lived and died for Korea. She came to Korean when she was 25 years old, and she only 

lived for 8 months. Her life was short, but her love for Korea could not be lost from the hearts of the Korean 

people. Her last words are still deeply memorized and were the basis for the TV public campaign several years 

ago. Many Koreans, whether Christians or not, are still overwhelmed memories of the lavish love of foreign 

missionaries who are very different in appearance, culture and language. But, there’s a curiosity: how could 

those loving discipleships of the blue-eyed and blond-haired missionaries, which were so unfamiliar to Koreans, 

be understood and accepted? 
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     At first the kindness of foreigners was difficult to accept for Koreans, who were suffering under another 

country’s rule. Their suffering made Koreans slow to open their hearts to the missionaries. Nevertheless, the 

dedication of the missionaries who did not spare even their own lives, touched the hearts of Koreans, and the 

gratitude for the missionaries’ care helped the Koreans begin following discipleship of Jesus Christ. It was 

certainly a challenge for the missionaries, but their service through life led to an opportunity to bear the fruit of 

gratitude in the Korean people. 

      The king in this passage from Matthew, chapter 25 describes those who are with him at his right hand, 

having actively done something for another. They ‘gave food,’ ‘gave a drink,’ ‘welcomed,’ ‘gave clothing,’ 

‘took care of,’ and ‘visited.’ These are active verbs and we can visualize the actions they took – the sharing of 

food and water and clothing, embracing, including, and welcoming those who may not ‘belong,’ and taking care 

of one another as we find ourselves in need of one another.  

      According to Stanton, A. Ritschl saw the kingdom of God as human society organized through action 

inspired by love.7  Mutual dependence and relationships are implicit in these actions. What’s even more 

foundational is this deeply relational love that connects humans as humans. Once we begin to deny this 

relationality in humans, we deny human interdependence. I finds this parable and the missionaries’ dedication 

heartwarming, because I see how fragile and yet how strong we are to find ways to share and bear life’s burdens 

for one another.  

       Therefore, in being-Sin and redemption nourish our soul. This is because we know that we are weak, 

broken, imperfect, and vulnerable, but we find hope and renewed strength in the divine design of human mutual 

support and relationality in our nature. God did not leave humans vulnerable and broken; God gifted humans 

with other humans. God gifted me with all of you.  

     Interestingly, the Korean language is rooted in Chinese and derives much from the Chinese characters. The 

word for human in Korean is in-gan(人间), which literally means person-between. And the character for in 

 
7 Graham Stanton, The Gospels and Jesus (OUP Oxford, 2002), 205. 
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（人）is two sticks leaning on each other, suggesting that what makes humans is the interdependence or mutual 

support for one another or relationships between humans. And in these relationships that are mutual and 

interdependent, Koreans find what we call Jeong（情）.  

     Jeong（情） is an emotion, a gut response, a love, a connection, and an affection that develops between 

people who experience difficult, sad, happy, joyous, challenging, and glorious moments together. Moreover, 

Jeong（情） tends to grow by giving and receiving to each other in a relationship. Above all, Jeong （情）

refers to the accumulation of gratitude for each other. Jeong （情）became the driving force that allowed 

Korean to fully understand and accept the loving discipleship of Western missionaries, to unravel it in a 

uniquely Korean way and to grow until today.  

        Today we’re facing a global pandemic situation. At this particular moment in the history of political 

division, and contactless engagements, we need to be mindful of human nature, that we need to be in connection 

with one another. I say “be mindful of,” but maybe “highlight” is more appropriate. Due to the pandemic, we’re 

getting isolated and losing connection. It drives more people to being marginalized and helpless, therefore we 

need to seek connection and presence. Then, how can we fill this need without physically being present?  

        What gave Korean Christians hope and courage, even in the suffering under the Japanese colonial rule, was 

the gratitude and love (Jeong) for the service of the missionaries. What raised people in a land of uncertainty 

and hopelessness was the gratitude for the love that came from human relationships. This is not only the process 

of restoring each person's image of God, but also the coming of the kingdom of God. That is why Jesus spoke of 

the way of discipleship in this last parable of this chapter, to explain the time when the kingdom of God comes.  

     The current situation, where we cannot physically be present together due to the pandemic, seems to 

highlight the importance of human relationships to us. If we had previously conveyed our invisible love and 

gratitude by being together, now we need to learn how to comfort and care for each other without being 

physically together. Even in times of hopelessness, love prevails. Love never fails.  
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       As we celebrate Thanksgiving, we look forward to the fruits of love that we can bear in this pandemic. I 

have wonderful experience that my family was fully loved by neighbors for the last three months. When my 

sister came from New Jersey to get her dialysis catheter process done here in California, her congregation 

members kept delivering food to their doorstep for her remaining family in New Jersey. The love (Jeong) we 

received during these long three months was beyond expression. The living experience of Matthew 25 in our 

life brought hope, comfort, and thanksgiving for our family for we have a member who was suffering physical 

pain.   At times her church members brought so much food for my sister’s family, that they also tried to find 

other places where food was needed and distributed the gifts again.  

     I’ve also learned in my time with you all that what an important time thanksgiving is for American families 

to remember God’s abundance and grace. More importantly I’ve learned that this is time of sharing when we 

remember that God calls us to share the abundance we have received.  

     This is what we call “Jeong” or love and I believe it is not only a Korean sentiment. It is universal. It is the 

compassion that Jesus emphasized on today’s passage. The value of “Jeong” and love will be the driving force 

to overcome the current liminal condition, and bear the fruit of greater gratitude to God and to each other. I 

hope and pray once again that the miracle of love and the fruit of thanksgiving will show the coming of the 

kingdom of God in these challenging times. 


